Celestial Essence
Key words for this Essence
Transformation ~ Universal Love ~ Clear Communication ~ Alignment
Microcosm ~ Macrocosm ~ Soul Calling ~ Intuitive ~ Beauty ~ Truth
Awareness ~ Synchronicity ~ Abundance ~ Vision ~ Faith ~ Hope
Celestial Realms ~ Healing ~ Light ~ Elements ~ Creative ~ Union
Rainbow Bridge ~ Connection ~ Transformation ~ Energising ~ Uplifting
Receptive ~ Blessing ~ Magic ~ Chakra’s ~ Spectrum ~ Inspiration
This blend will gift the user a sense of uplifting joy and clarity. The qualities of
Clear Topaz bring alignment and truth and an ability to manifest that which is
appropriate and synchronistic. It gifts one the awareness of being a conscious cocreator and helps with maintaining focus and clarity. Clear topaz supports an
emergence with life direction to pursing the ‘path’ which is true to the individual.
This is great for new beginnings and sustaining focus to manifest one’s highest
intention.
Labradorite brings a depth of understanding from the inner self and from unseen
realms. It fosters self-love and gifts a spectrum of possibility creatively. Enabling
communication and understanding from elementals and alternate worlds. Magical
elements of intuition and psychic ability are enhanced. Despite its dark outer
appearance it holds a rainbow of brilliant hues visible only when the stone is held
in the light. This essence protects the aura from unwanted external forces from
tapping in. It creates a loving boundary that heals and contains.
Rainbow energy gifts a bridge from the Divine, integrating the full colour spectrum
into the physical and energy body. Opening a doorway from heaven to earth,
energising all chakra’s with invigorating vitality. Crossing a bridge facilitates
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transformation and a new perspective creating greater unity. Rainbows are a
manifestation of the union of Sun-light (Superconscious illumination and
enlightenment) with Water (the Great Sub-Conscious and the Mysterious
Unknown). As the Rainbow only appears after turbulent storms it is a symbol of
the cleansing process which heralds in new life, new creation and new times. Sun
energy can be understood as Yang or masculine and Water as Yin and feminine.
This blend will offer the user a grounded connection to the higher realms, whilst
improving interpretation, communication and guidance. Use of the spray can
support one through shifts and growth where Divine inspiration is required to bring
in new ways of being that serve your highest awareness.
There is support to journey to inner worlds to source information and guidance on
how to manifest and move forward to one’s true Calling free from fear and anxiety.
This is a soothing and calming mix that supports one to tap directly into their
intuition and vision a colourful future that serves their highest calling.
The combination of solar and lunar energy imbibed with the essences brings a
fullness and balance to the blend. The full moon essence was made at a lunar
eclipse, when it is naturally a time of beginnings, endings, exposure, major
changes and the time to gain a new perspective. The blocking of the Moon's
reflection of the Sun's light by the Earth suggests that our material viewpoint
stands in the way of our "seeing the light". It serves as a reminder that we need to
realize how we are held in the dark by virtue of our perspective. Topaz and
Labradorite gift the inner vision required to see outside of the box. To connect to
the highest possible vision and vibration in all that is manifested.
Hyacinth essential oil provides a youthful energy which faces initiation and
transformation. Magically, it can be used to make a new start into unknown
territory and to let go of attachments. It is thus useful for initiation rites and the
marking of new beginnings. It may help us understand that every new beginning is
also an ending.

Violet oil has been used to dispel negativity and bring peace. It offers protection
warding off unwanted energies. It has been used historically to meditate on the
mysteries of life, death and rebirth and the abundance of the earth womb.
oil works in a subtle grounding and sensual way. It is a lichen that in the
forest is the first indicator of an imbalance. Their growth cycle is so slow as to be

Oakmoss

almost timeless and they are among the oldest living things on the planet. This
supports the physical integration of the Celestial energies and Divine Inspiration.
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